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1. Introduction
1.1 A conservation area is defined as “an
area of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of
which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance” (Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act, 1990 Section 69.
The Act requires local planning authorities
to review conservation areas from time to
time to determine whether new areas
should be designated, boundaries revised
or whether designation should be
cancelled if an area no longer possesses
special interest. The Council is also
required to formulate and publish
proposals for the preservation and
enhancement of conservation areas.
Conservation areas were introduced
under the Civic Amenities Act of 1967 and
there are now 21 designated conservation
areas in Northampton. Barrack Road
Conservation Area was designated in
February 1987 and the boundary
extended in 1999; the last review was
undertaken in 2006. The Conservation
Area covers approximately 8.5 hectares,
making it one of the smallest of
Northampton’s conservation areas and the
boundary is shown on Map 1. An Article
4(2) Direction (which means that planning
permission is required to alter the front
elevation of houses) came into effect on 20
October 2000; for reference, the existing
Article 4 direction is attached as Appendix
1.

1.2 The purpose of a conservation area
“The contribution that historic areas
make to our quality of life is widely
recognised. They are a link to the past
that can give us a sense of continuity
and stability and they have the
reassurance of the familiar which can
provide a point of reference in a rapidly
changing world. The way building
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traditions and settlement patterns are
superimposed and survive over time
will be unique to each area. This local
distinctiveness can provide a catalyst
for regeneration and inspire well
designed new development which
brings economic and social benefits.
Change is inevitable.”
Historic England: “Conservation Area
Designation, Appraisal and
Management”, February 2016
It is not the purpose of a conservation area
to prevent new development but to
manage change, in order to maintain,
reinforce and enhance the special
character and quality of the area that
justifies its special status. It requires that
new work in or adjacent to a conservation
area either preserves or enhances the
character or appearance of the area.
The controls within Barrack Road
Conservation Area can be summarised as:
•

Most
demolition
requires
permission and will be resisted if
the building makes a positive
contribution to the character and
appearance of the area;

•

Alterations
to
the
external
appearance of houses require
planning permission where the
work would be visible from a
highway. Examples are side and
front extensions, rear extensions
more than one storey high,
replacement of windows and doors,
alterations to the roof (including reroofing with a different material,
insertion of rooflights or dormer
windows), addition or removal of
chimneys or flue pipes, addition of
an entrance porch, removal or
alteration of front boundary walls
and gates, cladding or painting the
walls of buildings and the
installation of satellite dishes on the
front elevation;
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•

A higher standard of design applies
for new buildings and for
extensions and alterations to
existing buildings;

•

The Borough Council is required to
be notified of most work to trees
six weeks before the work is due to
take place.

In addition to statutory legislative and local
planning
controls,
the
following
opportunities for the enhancement have
been identified:
• Encourage the preservation and
reinstatement of historic detailing
on
buildings
within
the
Conservation Area.
• Promote
the
sympathetic
management of open space and
the public realm.
• Establish a list of locally significant
buildings.
• Promote retention of trees which
contribute to the appearance of the
area.
1.3 Barrack Road Conservation Area
Appraisal and Management Plan, 2006
An Appraisal and Management Plan for
the Conservation Area was adopted by
Northampton
Borough
Council
in
December 2006. This review updates the
previous Appraisal and Management Plan
to comply with guidance now contained in
Historic England’s Advice Note No.1
“Conservation
Area
Designation,
Appraisal and Management”, issued in
February 2016. The review also reassesses the Conservation Area to ensure
that it continues to justify its status as an
area of special architectural or historic
interest.
The Appraisal and Management Plan is
intended to provide guidance for owners
and occupiers on how the preservation
and enhancement of the character and
appearance of the area can be achieved.
It will also provide a sound basis for the
Northampton Borough Council

assessment of planning applications and
will be a material consideration when
Northampton Borough Council, as local
planning authority, considers planning
applications within the Conservation Area
or which impact upon its appearance or
setting.

2. Planning policy context
Conservation areas sit within national
planning legislation, regional policy and
local planning policies.
2.1 National planning policy
Section 72 of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
requires the local planning authority to pay
special attention to the desirability of
preserving or enhancing the character or
appearance of conservation areas when
considering planning applications.
The major change to planning legislation
since the previous appraisal was adopted
is the introduction of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) in 2012. This
document in itself was revised in 2018.
The NPPF identifies conservation areas
as designated heritage assets. The
following paragraphs in the new NPPF are
relevant:
Paragraph 186: local planning authorities
should ensure that an area justifies
conservation area status because of its
special architectural or historic interest
and that the concept is not devalued
through the designation of areas that lack
special interest.
Paragraph 188: local planning authorities
should make information about the
significance of the historic environment
publicly accessible.
Paragraph 189: applicants for planning
permission
should
describe
the
significance of any heritage asset affected.
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Paragraph 192: in determining planning
applications, the desirability of sustaining
and enhancing the significance of heritage
assets should be taken into account.
Paragraph 193: when considering the
impact of a proposed development on the
significance of a designated heritage
asset, great weight should be given to the
asset’s conservation, irrespective of the
level of harm; significance can be harmed
through development within its setting.
Paragraph 195: substantial harm to a
designated heritage asset should be
refused consent unless necessary to
achieve substantial public benefit.
Paragraph 196: less than substantial harm
should be weighed against the public
benefits of the proposal.
Paragraph 200: local planning authorities
should look for opportunities for new
development within conservation areas to
enhance or better reveal their significance.
Paragraph 201: loss of a building that
makes a positive contribution to the
significance of a conservation area should
be treated either as substantial harm or
less than substantial harm, taking into
account the significance of the building
and its contribution to the conservation
area.
2.2 Regional policy
The West Northamptonshire Joint Core
Strategy 2014 sets out the long-term vision
and objectives for the area until 2029,
including strategic policies for steering and
shaping development. Policy BN5 states:
designated and non-designated heritage
assets and their settings and landscapes
will be conserved and enhanced in
recognition of their individual and
cumulative significance and contribution to
West
Northamptonshire's
local
distinctiveness and sense of place.
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2.3 Northampton Local Plan, 1997
Saved Policy E26: new development to
preserve or enhance the character and
appearance of conservation areas.

3. Assessment of special interest
3.1 Location and setting
Barrack Road Conservation Area is
situated approximately one kilometre north
of Northampton town centre and
comprises approximately 150 properties
within Semilong and Trinity wards.
Barrack Road rises steadily away from the
town centre. To the west, the land drops
away towards the shallow valley of the
northern arm of the River Nene, while to
the east the land is fairly level towards The
Racecourse. To the north of the
Conservation Area, the land sharply drops
towards Kingsthorpe Hollow, creating
some considerable level differences.
The Conservation Area extends for
approximately half a kilometre from Arnold
Road to Leicester Terrace, largely
comprising the terraced properties that
front both sides of the main road (A508)
that runs north from the town centre
towards Market Harborough. To the east,
the boundary is drawn to the rear of the
properties
fronting
Barrack
Road,
extending east at St George's Avenue to
include the properties as far as Brick Kiln
Lane before returning to follow the rear
boundaries of
properties fronting
Kingsthorpe Road. The western boundary
is also drawn to the rear of the properties
fronting Kingsthorpe Road, extending
westwards at Cathedral House to include
properties in Marriott Street before
returning to follow the rear boundaries of
properties fronting Barrack Road.
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4. Prevailing uses
Due primarily to the size of the properties
and the proximity to the town centre,
relatively few of the houses remain in
single family occupation, with a large
number being in multiple occupation as
flats. Buildings have also been converted
to a variety of commercial and professional
uses, including offices, clinics and hotels,
whilst Bosworth College occupy a number
of properties. The former Barratts shoe
factory has been converted into business
units. Few properties are vacant and there
has been little change in the mix of uses
since the previous review.

5.
Historic
archaeology

development

and

5.1 The local Sites and Monuments
Record identifies a number of sites where
finds of archaeological interest have been
recorded in and around the Barrack Road
Conservation Area: that of the medieval
Church of St Bartholomew (on the east
side Barrack Road south of The
Racecourse entrance) is the most
significant. None, however, appears to
have had a perceptible impact on the
nineteenth century development of the
area.
5.2 Barrack Road follows the route of the
medieval road from the Town’s former
north gate. It became a turnpike road in
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the 1720s as a part of the London to
Holyhead mail road.
5.3 Semilong Road, too, pre-dates the
development of the area. The earliest
available map of the Barrack Road area –
the 1778 New Allotments Map – shows
Barrack Road / Kingsthorpe Road and
Semilong Road on their existing
alignments flanked by fields and closes.
5.4 In the nineteenth century Northampton
experienced a rapid growth in population.
This led to small stretches of high quality
residential development spilling over on to
land adjoining the old medieval town,
including to the north of the town along
Barrack Road. However, development in
the area was initially relatively slow and
began in 1796 with the construction of
Gibraltar Barracks (which gave the road its
name). The area of land between Regent
Square and the Barracks (on both sides)
followed, being developed between circa
1820 and the early 1830s.
5.5 Within the Conservation Area,
development had begun around 1820 with
the construction of La Belle Alliance
Cottage (now replaced by The Poplars).
Leicester Terrace and Adelaide Terrace
were developed on a piecemeal basis from
circa 1832 through to 1851. The only
other building within the conservation area
to be developed during the early part of the
nineteenth century was the Roman
Catholic Chapel of St Andrew, built in
1825, and now incorporated into the
Cathedral complex.

conservation area are built on land
purchased by the Freehold Land Society.
The aim of the Society was to extend the
vote to some of the excluded working
classes by enabling them to qualify as
freeholders of property. To do so, the
society purchased small estates of land
and sold plots at cost to subscribers.
5.8 The first land purchased by the
Northampton Freehold Land Society was
in 1851 and comprised land on the west
side of Kingsthorpe Road, extending from
the Cathedral to St Paul's Road and land
to the north of St George's Avenue,
between Kingsthorpe Road and Brick Kiln
Lane. Further plots fronting Kingsthorpe
Road (now St George's Place and Elysium
Terrace) were purchased by the Society in
the 1850s and 1860s, and developed.
5.9 By the end of the 19th century,
development within the Conservation Area
was essentially complete, as shown in the
Ordnance Survey map of 1900 (below).
Notable late infillings included the Queen
Victoria Nursing Institution building (still
known as the Queen’s Building) and
former Primrose Hill Congregation
Church, both of which date from circa
1900, and the Barratt Shoe Factory of
1913.
5.10 Appendix 2 sets out the chronological
development of the Conservation Area in
further detail.

5.6 From the mid-1850s, development
started to spread rapidly northwards
towards Kingsthorpe Hollow.
Existing
roads were widened and paved and new
roads, such as Hester Street and Marriott
Street, were cut and development plots
laid out. By the late 1860s the existing
street pattern within the conservation area
and its immediate surroundings was
essentially complete, although many
building plots still remained undeveloped.
5.7 To the north of the Barrack Road / St
George's Avenue junction, the majority of
residential
properties
within
the
Northampton Borough Council
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architectural or historic interest and make
a positive contribution to its character and
appearance; these will be considered for
inclusion in a proposed Local Heritage List
for Northampton and a schedule is
included as Appendix 4. The list is not
exhaustive and the absence of a particular
building does not imply that it is not of
significance within the Conservation Area.
The location of all statutorily listed and
potentially locally listed buildings is shown
on Map 2.
6.1 Character Areas
Although the Conservation Area is small, it
is possible to identify several distinctive
parts within it.
6.1.1 Barrack Road

Barrack Road in 1900 © Crown copyright

6. Architectural quality and built form
The following analysis aims to identify the
area's main architectural and historic
qualities, the dominant architectural styles
and discernible areas of distinct
townscape value.
Map 1 shows the boundary of the
Conservation Area and identifies areas of
differing character within it. A number of
buildings are statutorily listed as being of
special architectural or historic interest
and the schedule of listed buildings is
attached as Appendix 3. However, the
Conservation Area also contains a number
of other buildings that, although not of
national importance, are of local
Northampton Borough Council

Barrack Road forms part of the A508, the
main, heavily-trafficked route to the town
centre from the north. It is a wide road,
which gives the area a sense of
spaciousness that is further enhanced by
the buildings being well set back from the
street. The character of the streetscape is
greatly eroded by the visual intrusion
caused by the constant traffic and through
air and noise pollution. The number and
poor condition of road traffic signs detracts
further from the quality of the street scene.
On the west side of Barrack Road,
Leicester Terrace forms the southern limit
of the Conservation Area and are the
earliest residential properties in the
Conservation Area (circa 1832-51). Nos.13 Leicester Terrace are modest, early 19th
century ashlar sandstone houses, while
Nos. 4-7 form a later, symmetrical red
brick terrace with stone detailing. No.8
Leicester Terrace is a striking Regency
style house, with stuccoed elevations and
pilasters. All of Leicester Terrace is listed
grade II on account of its value as a group
of architectural and historic interest.
Nos. 1-3 Adelaide Terrace form a
particularly handsome and striking group,
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Langham House) an Italianate building;
and the Queen’s Building, built in a
Renaissance style.

1-3 Adelaide Terrace
Being designed as a symmetrical
composition with a recessed centre in
which there is a striking arcaded balcony
at first floor level. Overall, the two terraces
have a simple uniformity that results from
both their scale and the use of simplified
classical detailing, and have a positive
effect on the conservation area.

The buildings in Leicester Parade are set
back behind the building line of Leicester
and Adelaide Terrace, providing them with
larger front gardens that reflect the
grander scale of these properties. They
retain their original stone dwarf boundary
walls and gate piers, adding to both the
grandeur of these buildings and imparting
a rhythm in the street scene, e.g. the front
balustraded wall to the Queen’s Building
(restored 1997).

Since the previous appraisal, the
replacement of unsympathetic windows at
No.5 Adelaide Terrace has helped to
improve the overall appearance of the
terrace.
Queen’s Building, Leicester Parade
The gap site between 5 Leicester Parade
and the Queen’s Building gives this group
a somewhat disjointed appearance and
detracts from the overall quality of the
street scene; its development would
provide an opportunity for enhancing the
terrace and Conservation Area generally.
4-7 Adelaide Terrace
The advertisements on the front of 7
Adelaide Terrace detract from the
appearance of the Conservation Area.
Leicester Parade, north of Adelaide
Terrace, was constructed in the last 20
years of the 19th century and contains a
number of buildings of high architectural
quality. The most notable of these are
1-4 Leicester Parade, a Jacobean style
building; 5 Leicester Parade (formerly
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On the east side of Barrack Road, The
Poplars dates from circa 1865 and is a
fine, classical building constructed of
cream bricks with stone dressings. The
property was originally set in extensive
grounds that have been subdivided; the
modern building occupying the southern
part of the grounds is out of character with
the area as a whole and is not included
within the Conservation Area. The modern
brick wall to the front of The Poplars also
detracts from the setting of the building.
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have been carried out, they have had a
negative effect upon the overall
appearance.
Nos.1-8 Langham Place retain their
original stone dwarf walls and gate piers
and the generosity of their proportions
adds to the grandeur of these buildings.
The treatment of the boundaries to the
remainder of this terrace shows a variety
of designs and materials and generally
have a neutral effect on the street scene.
The Poplars

6.1.2 The Cathedral and Marriott Street

The entrance to The Racecourse, next to
The Poplars, was refurbished in 1997; the
ornamental trees that line the entrance
planted at that time have a positive impact
on the Conservation Area. However, the
telecommunication box situated in front of
the railings at the entrance is unsightly and
attracts graffiti; moving the box to a less
prominent and vulnerable location is
desirable.

Bosworth College (formerly Nazareth
House), the Roman Catholic Cathedral of
Our Lady Immaculate and St Thomas, and
Cathedral House form the nucleus of the
Conservation Area.
Bosworth College is an impressive
building in Late Gothic style. The building
still retains many original features,
including the dwarf front boundary wall and
gate piers. The trees situated in front of
the property have a positive effect upon
the local street scene.

1-8 Langham Place
Langham Place dominates the east side of
Barrack Road and is one of the finest
terraces in Northampton. The terrace was
built over a number of years rather than as
a single block but has a uniformity of
design resulting from the use of simplified
classical detailing (though the northern
part, Nos. 9-28, display Italianate
features). It has a positive effect on the
street scene.
The terrace retains many original features
although, where unsympathetic alterations
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R. C. Cathedral of St Mary & St Thomas
The Roman Catholic Cathedral has grown
from a small chapel, adjacent to which
Augustus Welby Pugin built a Collegiate
chapel in 1844, itself enlarged by his son,
Edward Welby Pugin in 1863 and then
substantially extended between 1948-55
by Albert Herbert, with the east end
replaced by a crossing tower, transepts
and chancel. The Cathedral, by virtue of
the size and scale of the modern
rebuilding, forms an important landmark,
8
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particularly when viewed from St George's
Avenue and in views looking into the
Conservation Area from Kingsthorpe
Hollow and beyond.
Cathedral House forms an integral part of
the Cathedral complex. The house, which
dates from circa 1825, is an attractive
three bay Georgian townhouse that retains
many its original features. It is well set
back from the road, creating a large front
garden area that was originally extensively
landscaped but has now been paved over
to provide car parking for the cathedral.
The extensive paving detracts from the
setting of the buildings and this part of the
conservation area. However, a number of
mature trees still remain around the
perimeter of the site and make a positive
contribution to the local environment.

townhouse that retains many of its original
features. Although it forms part of the
terrace fronting on to Semilong Road, its
main entrance fronts directly on to Marriott
Street and appears in this street as a large
single detached property.

Marriott Street is a straight road with a
falling gradient from Barrack Road to
Semilong Road. The views along this
street are terminated to the east by
Langham Place and to the west by one of
a series of terraces that front on to
Semilong Road.
The south side of Marriott Street is
essentially formed by a single two / three
storey
red
brick
terrace
of
a
straightforward Victorian design. Though
developed in piecemeal fashion, it
appears to have been designed as a single
symmetrical composition. The previous
appraisal noted that the terrace was not
completed and single storey garage units
gave the terrace a disjointed and
fragmented appearance. Since then, infill
development of the garage site in
matching scale and design to the terrace
(below) has enhanced the street scene,
although the difficulty in matching original
19th century locally made bricks is
apparent.
The south-west corner of Marriott Street is
formed by an attractive three-bay Victorian
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2 Marriott Street
The Bishop’s House occupies much of the
north side of Marriott Street. The house
was designed in a Neo-Gothic style and
remains substantially unaltered. It is set in
extensive grounds and the general
structure of the original garden still
remains intact. The boundary wall has
recently been repointed and, together with
the tree and shrub planting, have a
positive effect upon the appearance of the
street.
Dense on-street car parking detracts from
the amenity of Marriott Street. There has
also been some loss of original timber
windows and replacement with upvc since
the last review was undertaken.
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6.1.3 Kingsthorpe Road
Kingsthorpe Road forms a continuation of
Barrack Road and shares many of its
characteristics. The road descends about
12m from its junction with Barrack Road to
Kingsthorpe Hollow, and curves subtly
along most of its length.
In the main, the properties in the terraces
Primrose Hill, St George's Place, and
Elysium Terrace are of a straightforward
Victorian design. Most have a unity of
architectural style that results from their
scale and character, simplified classical
detailing with occasional flourishes of
Victorian gothic, and a limited palette of
materials. The notable exceptions to this
are 23-24 Primrose Hill, which are later in
date and built in a similar style to the
buildings in St Paul's Terrace.

A considerable number of gate piers,
however, still remain and where they have
been retained in sufficient numbers, as in
St Paul's Terrace, they impart a rhythm to
the street.
The overgrown site at the corner of
Primrose Hill and St Paul’s Road detracts
from the streetscene but is not deep
enough for development.

Primrose Hill Congregational Church

St Paul's Terrace
St Paul's Terrace (and 23-4 Primrose Hill)
date from circa 1882 and their general
design is influenced by the Arts and Crafts
Movement. They contrast stylistically with
the straightforward red brick Victorian
townhouses that dominate this street.
Despite these differences, the buildings
are consistent in terms of their scale and
mass with the other properties in
Kingsthorpe Road and do not, therefore,
appear out of context with their
surroundings.
Many of the buildings within these terraces
have
suffered
from
inappropriate
alterations to windows, doors, roof
coverings and boundary walls and railings.
Northampton Borough Council

Primrose Hill Congregational Church,
situated to the north of St Paul's Terrace,
is an attractive classical building that was
converted to flats in 2005. It makes a
noteworthy landmark in the Conservation
Area.
The modern flats located
immediately to the north of the former
Primrose Hill Congregational Church mark
the northern boundary of the Conservation
Area; partly screened by lime trees on the
front, they have a neutral impact on the
character of the Conservation Area.
The converted former Barratt Shoe
Factory stands on the east side of
Kingsthorpe Road at the northern
entrance to the Conservation Area. The
building was designed in 1913 by
MacVicar Anderson in a Neo-Baroque
style and is an important landmark when
viewed
from
Kingsthorpe
Hollow.
Although larger in scale than the
surrounding residential properties, it
exploits its lower topographical position
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well and, as a consequence of this, does
not appear out of context with the overall
character and form of this area. The
Barratt Shoe Factory is listed grade II.

the regularity of the terrace, although they
do not detract from the overall quality of
the street scene.
6.2 Building materials and details
Buildings within the Conservation Area are
constructed either of stone or, in the case
of Victorian properties, red brick, whilst the
front elevation of a number of the Regency
style properties are faced in painted stucco
or render.

6.1.4 St George’s Avenue

Roofs are traditionally covered in either
Welsh slate or plain clay tiles, though
replacement concrete tiles are now very
common, and the majority were
constructed with the ridges running
parallel to the street. Chimney-stacks are
generally ridge-mounted and of a simple
rectangular design.

St George's Avenue is a long straight road
with development on the north side facing
The Racecourse. The properties between
Barrack Road and Brick Kiln Lane (known
as St George’s Terrace) are included in
Barrack Road Conservation Area; The
Racecourse and the remainder of St
George’s Avenue are within the adjoining
Kingsley Conservation Area.

Timber windows and doors are an
important feature of the Conservation
Area's quality and character.
The
doorways are generally of a simple design
with the doors and fanlights slightly
recessed. There are a variety of window
designs with double-hung sash windows,
each sash divided into four panes, being
the most common type.

The majority of the properties within St
George’s Terrace are of a straightforward
red brick Victorian design. The notable
exception to this is no. 8, which is
constructed of coursed rubble and has
canted bay windows extending through
two storeys with half-gabled dormer
windows above.
Despite the stylistic
differences of this building, it remains
consistent in terms of its scale and mass
with the other Victorian properties in this
terrace and does not appear out of context
with its surroundings.

Decorative relief to the windows in the
form of stone sills, architraves, cornices
with console brackets and stone lintels are
common and are generally painted. Many
of the properties have bay windows
extending from the basement through to
the ground floor while some of the grander
properties on Langham Place have
retained wrought iron balconies to first
floor windows. Dormer windows are rare
and, where they do occur, form part of the
overall composition of the building.

The “Footshape Works” of Barratts Shoe
Factory

Many of the buildings in St George’s
Terrace have suffered from inappropriate
replacement of original windows, doors
and boundary walls, and these works have
had a detrimental effect upon the overall
appearance of this terrace. There are also
some 1930s infill houses which are smaller
in scale and have a disruptive effect upon

Northampton Borough Council

Many of the properties previously suffered
from
unsympathetic
alterations
to
windows, doors, roofs, architectural details
and the treatment of their boundaries and
this has had a negative effect upon the
appearance of the area. In order to prevent
further erosion of its historic character, an
Article 4 Direction was made in 2000,
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requiring
planning
permission
for
alterations to the front elevation of houses.
6.3 Boundary walls
A distinguishing feature of most of the
properties within the Conservation Area
are front boundary walls, usually of brick
with some stone and traditionally topped
with wrought iron railings and with
matching pedestrian gates. The retention
of boundary walls is important to the
character and appearance of the
Conservation Area and their removal is
prevented by the Article 4 direction.
6.4 Key views and vistas
From the south, the vista along Barrack
Road is contained, for much of its length,
by trees that not only give the area a
verdant feel but also help to draw the eye
into the Conservation Area and frame the
distant view from Kingsthorpe Hollow. The
views south, out of the Conservation Area
lack the same sense of containment due to
a breakdown in the historic building
pattern, and do not contribute to the
character of the Conservation Area.
Approaching the Conservation Area from
the north, the rise and curve of the road
draws the eye. This is emphasised by
more recent buildings outside the
Conservation Area being on a building line
further away from the road. The buildings
on the east side of the road initially contain
the view. However, from the Barratt Shoe
factory southwards, the vista along the
Kingsthorpe Road opens up and is
dominated by the tall central reservation
street lighting. Views north out of the
Conservation Area do not contribute to its
character, primarily due to the lack of
visual containment and break down of the
original building and street pattern.
Entering St George’s Avenue from
Barrack Road/Kingsthorpe Road, a strong
sense of enclosure is initially created by
the two corner properties fronting directly
on to the main road. Beyond these
buildings, the view along St George’s
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Avenue starts to open out and benefits
from a sense of spacious created by
St George’s Terrace being set back from
the street and the openness of The
Racecourse. The trees that line The
Racecourse provide the street with a
verdant feel and make an important
contribution to the visual amenity of this
road. The Cathedral terminates the view
west along St George’s Avenue.
The carriageway of Barrack Road/
Kingsthorpe Road is wide and, in
conjunction with the set-back of the threestorey terraces that line it, provides a
spacious boulevard. This feeling of space
is further enhanced by the glimpses of
Racecourse available from its entrance
and from St George’s Avenue. The side
roads are narrower and quieter and have
a calmer feel to the main road.
6.5 Public Realm
Footways throughout the area are
generally rectangular concrete paving
slabs laid in a simple staggered pattern
with granite or concrete kerbstones.
Carriageways are tarmacked, with a
central reservation running down much of
Barrack Road/Kingsthorpe Road. Due to
the status of Barrack Road/Kingsthorpe
Road, there is a large number of road
signs and street lights, which contribute
towards a cluttered appearance.
6.6 Greenery
The majority of buildings are set behind
small front gardens with low boundary
walls, within which trees and shrubs were
originally planted: Limes are the most
common tree species.
North of St
George’s Avenue, where the land begins
to drop towards Kingsthorpe Hollow, the
terraces tend to maintain their horizontality
and appear to rise above the gradually
descending street level. There, the front
gardens are banked or terraced and
consequently gain additional prominence
in the street scene.
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Greenery
within
front
gardens
complements the buildings and adds to the
high quality of the street scene, although
selective maintenance and some cuttingback of vegetation in some instances
would be beneficial to the overall
appearance of the area.
7. Summary of special interest
The preceding sections indicate that the
distinctive character of Barrack Road
Conservation Area and its townscape is
almost
wholly
derived
from
its
development as a high quality residential
area, laid out over a relatively short period
in the 19th century. The area developed
during Northampton’s grand era of town
building and provided housing for trade
and professional families, reflecting the
prosperity generated by the town’s boot
and shoe industry at that time.
The blocks are set in a fairly regular
pattern with buildings generally arranged
in terraces with narrow frontage widths
and three storeys above ground, set well
back from the road to create a sense of
spaciousness.
The area as a whole has an architectural
unity that results from the scale, mass and
use of simplified classical detailing of the
properties and the consistent use of a
limited range of building materials –
primarily red brick with stone detailing for
the Victorian properties with stone and
stucco render used for some of the earlier
Regency style buildings.
Roofs are
traditionally Welsh slate or clay tile, with
timber sash windows and doors. Front
boundary walls are an important feature in
the street scene.
Although small in area, four distinct subareas of differing architectural character
can be identified:
-

-

On the west side of Barrack Road is
a more varied street scene, with
individually designed terraced
blocks contrasting with the scale of
the
Catholic
Cathedral
and
Bosworth College, which introduce
a Victorian gothic element into what
is a primarily classical styled area.

-

To the north of St George's Avenue
fronting Kingsthorpe Road, the
buildings predominantly comprise
terrace houses of a straightforward
Victorian design.

-

St George’s Avenue itself has a
quieter, more open feel encouraged
by the adjoining Racecourse.

8. The Conservation Area boundary
Section 69 of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
requires the local authority to consider
whether an area still retains sufficient
architectural or historic interest to justify its
special status or whether extension of the
boundary, or, in extreme cases,
cancellation of the designation, is
appropriate.
Barrack Road Conservation Area was first
designated in 1987 and was extended in
1999. Although there has inevitably been
change since then, the preceding sections
indicate that the special interest that
originally justified designation still remains.
It is not therefore proposed to cancel the
designation.
Consideration has also been given to the
possibility of amending the boundary.
However, the existing boundary is judged
to be correctly located, marking the point
at which a distinct change in character
and/or appearance occurs and no
alterations to the boundary are proposed.

Buildings fronting Barrack Road to
the south of St George's Avenue
are generally designed in the 'grand
manner' and show a variety of
dates, styles and materials.

Northampton Borough Council
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9. Barrack Road Conservation Area
Management Plan
The above survey identifies features that
contribute to the special character and
appearance
of
Barrack
Road
Conservation Area and identifies issues
that could erode the special interest of the
area. In order to safeguard the character
and appearance of the area, the following
measures are proposed.
9.1 Barrack Road Article 4(2) Direction
An Article 4 direction was made in 2000
and requires that planning permission be
obtained for alterations to the external
appearance of dwelling houses when
viewed from the street. This allows the
Council to consider the impact on the
appearance of the area of alterations that
could otherwise be undertaken without
consent being required and was
introduced in response to concern that the
special character and appearance of the
area could gradually be eroded through
loss of architectural details and features.
A photographic survey was carried out
concurrently with the introduction of the
Article 4(2) Direction, in order to produce
an accurate database. Comparison of the
record taken at the time of the making of
the order indicates that the Article 4 has
largely been successful in preventing
further loss of architectural details,
although enforcement action will be
recommended where necessary against
any future unauthorised alterations.
It is suggested that the Article 4 direction
be retained but that the order be re-drafted
to include all properties within the
Conservation Area, to avoid possible
confusion
over
whether
individual
properties are included..
9.2 Windows and front wall database
The replacement of original sliding sash
wooden windows, often with top-hinged
uPVC units, is highly detrimental to the
conservation area.
The proportions,

Northampton Borough Council

details and thickness of glazing bars on
replacement windows seldom replicate the
intricacy of the originals.
Outward
opening, top-hung window units when
opened at an angle, visually disrupt the
clean lines of the Victorian terraces and
adversely affect the streetscene.
Equally, the existing boundary walls make
up an important part of the character of the
conservation area. Not only do they define
the public and private spaces, but they
also visually frame the properties. A
replacement wall in non-traditional
materials or the removal of a wall can
substantially
damage
the
uniform
appearance of a terrace from the street.
A comprehensive list of these details
would provide both planners and
developers with information on what parts
of the historic fabric are most worthy of
retention, and what parts should be
replaced in order to improve the character
and appearance of the conservation area.
9.3 Unauthorised development
By comparing the latest photographic
survey with those taken within the last four
years it should be possible to identify any
unauthorised development that adversely
affects the conservation area and where it
is possible to carry out enforcement action.
Due to the pressures of the four year
immunity rule on development, action
should be taken within a reasonably short
timescale.
9.4 Demolition in Conservation Areas
Conservation Area Consent is required for
certain demolition work within a
Conservation Area:–
♦ The demolition of a building with a cubic
content of more than 115 cu m.
♦ The demolition of wall, fences or gates
above 1 metre in height and abutting
the highway (2 metres elsewhere)
♦ Buildings subject to a statutory order or
notice.
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In the case of a listed building, a separate
Listed Building Consent is also required.
Demolition of buildings or structures such
as boundary walls considered to make a
positive contribution to the conservation
area will normally be opposed.

9.5 Listed Building Consent
Listed Building Consent is required for the
demolition of, or any works of alteration or
extension which would affect the character
or appearance of a Listed Building. The
regulations apply to both external and
internal alterations. For the purposes of
Listed Building control any object or
structure which is fixed to the building or
has formed part of the land since before
1st July 1948 are also treated as part of
the Listed Building.
The Council will consider enforcement
action in respect of unauthorised work to
listed buildings.
Repair works do not normally require listed
building consent. However, it is always
advisable to consult the Council’s
Conservation Officers before commencing
work to a Listed Building.

trees make an important and positive
contribution to the local environment and
therefore it is essential to safeguard these
features for the benefit of the community.
Trees over 76mm (3”) in diameter within
the Conservation Area are automatically
protected from damage or felling. Six
weeks prior written notice must be given
to the Local Authority for any works likely
to affect a tree within a Conservation Area
(this includes work which may affect the
roots). Within that time the Local Authority
may decide to make a Tree Preservation
Order. Once a tree is protected by a Tree
Preservation Order it is an offence to cut
down, uproot, prune, damage or destroy a
tree without the written consent of the
Council.
9.8 Design guidance
In
Conservation
Areas
detailed
examination of the design, siting and
layout of development proposals of all
types is necessary to achieve a high
standard of development and to preserve
the character of the area.

9.6 Buildings of Local Interest
The Council is undertaking the preparation
of a Local Heritage List for Northampton. It
is likely that a number of buildings within
the Conservation Area that make a
contribution to its character and
appearance but which are not of national
significance will be considered for
inclusion and the Council will endeavour to
secure the long term future of these
buildings.
9.7 Trees
The Town and Country Planning Act 1990
makes provision for the protection of trees
in the interests of amenity and the Act
makes special provision for trees within
Conservation Areas.
Well-established

Northampton Borough Council
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development comprised within any
other Class;

Appendix 1:
The Northampton Borough Council
(Permitted Development: Barrack Road
Area) Direction 2000 – Direction Made
Under Article 4(2)
WHEREAS Northampton Borough Council
(the Council”) being the appropriate local
planning authority within the meaning of
article 4(6) of the Town and Country
Planning
(General
Permitted
Development) Order 1995 (“the Order”)
are satisfied that it is expedient that
development of the descriptions set out in
the First Schedule below should not be
carried out on the lands shown edged with
a thick black line on the attached plan and
described in the Second Schedule below
being lands within the Barrack Road
Conservation Area (“the said lands”)
unless permission is granted on an
application made under Part III of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

2.

The enlargement, improvement or
other alteration of a dwellinghouse
where any part of the enlargement,
improvement or alteration would front
a highway being development
comprised within Class A of Part I of
Schedule 2 to the Order and not being
development comprised within any
other Class;

3.

The alteration of a roof of a
dwellinghouse where the alteration
would be to a roof slope which fronts
a highway (other than the alteration of
a roof in connection with the
enlargement of a dwellinghouse)
being development comprised within
Class C of Part I of Schedule 2 to the
Order and not being development
comprised within any other Class;

4.

The erection or construction of a porch
outside any external door of a
dwellinghouse where the external
door in question fronts a highway
being development comprised within
Class D of Part I of Schedule 2 to the
Order and not being development
comprised within any other Class;

5.

The
erection,
construction,
maintenance,
improvement
or
alteration of a gate, fence, wall or
other means of enclosure within the
curtilage or a dwellinghouse where
the gate, fence, wall or other means of
enclosure fronts a highway being
development comprised within Class
A or Part 2 of Schedule 2 to the Order
and not being development comprised
within any other Class;

6.

The painting of the exterior of any part
of a dwellinghouse which fronts a
highway or any part of any building or
enclosure within the curtilage of a
dwellinghouse which fronts a highway
being development comprised within
Class C of Part 2 of Schedule 2 to the
Order and not being development
comprised within any other Class; and

NOW THEREFORE the Council in
pursuance of the power conferred upon
them by article 4(2) of the Order hereby
direct that the permission granted by
article 3 of the Order shall not apply to
development on the said lands.
THIS DIRECTION is made under article
4(2) of the Order, and, in accordance with
article 6(7), shall remain in force until 19
April 2001 (being six months from the date
of this Direction) and shall then expire
unless it has been confirmed by the
Council.
THIS DIRECTION may be cited as the
Northampton Borough Council (Permitted
Development: Barrack Road Area)
Direction 2000.
First Schedule
1.

The erection, alteration or removal of
a chimney on a dwellinghouse or on a
building within the curtilage of a
dwellinghouse being development
comprised within Class A of Part I of
Schedule 2 to the Order not being

7.

Any building operation consisting of
the demolition of the whole or any part
of any gate, fence, wall or other
means or enclosure within the
curtilage of a dwellinghouse where the
gate, fence, wall or other means of
enclosure fronts a highway being
development comprised within Class
B of Part 31 of Schedule 2 to the Order
and not being development comprised
within any other Class.

Second Schedule
Numbers 3 and 6 Langham Place, Barrack
Road, Northampton, NN2 6AA.
Numbers 4, 5 and 6 Adelaide Terrace,
Northampton, NN2 6AH
Numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,
14A, 17, 18, 19, 24 and Cathedral House,
Primrose
Hill,
Kingsthorpe
Road,
Northampton, NN2 6ER.
Number 5 and 6 St Paul’s Terrace,
Kingsthorpe Road, Northampton, NN2
6ET.
Numbers 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
16, 17, 18, 20, 21 and 22 St George’s
Place, Kingsthorpe Road, Northampton,
NN2 6EP.
Numbers 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11 Elysium
Terrace, Kingsthorpe Road, Northampton,
NN2 6EN.
Numbers 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25
and Bishops House, Marriott Street,
Northampton, NN2 6PW.
Numbers 5, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 St George’s Avenue,
Northampton, NN2 6JF.
Given under the Common Seal of
Northampton Borough Council
this
Twentieth day of October 2000.
The
COMMON
SEAL
of
the
NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
was hereunto affixed to this Direction in
the presence of:
Borough Solicitor

Primrose Hill, Kingsthorpe Road circa
1855 - 1901.

Appendix 2:
Chronological Development of
Barrack Road Conservation Area

the

Roman Catholic Cathedral, Barrack Road
circa 1825 - 1960.
Pevsner (Buildings of England)
Adelaide Terrace, Barrack Road circa
1832 - 42.
1-3 circa 1842
4-7 circa 1832-33
St Sepulchre’s Parish Ratebook and
Improvement Commissioners Ratebook.
Leicester Terrace, Barrack Road circa
1832 - 51.
circa 1832-33
3
circa 1835
4-7 circa 1851
8
circa 1842 (originally two houses)
St George’s Place, Kingsthorpe Road
circa 1855 - 70.
Two houses are listed in St George’s
Place in the Improvement Commissioners
Ratebook for August 1855. The Ratebook
for May 1860 lists fifteen houses and the
Ratebook for July 1865 reveals that these
were nos. 8-22. However, nos. 1-7 do not
seem to have been constructed until the
1870s. Kelly’s Directory for 1877 lists nos.
1,3,4,6 & 7.
The terrace is shown
complete on the O.S. map surveyed in
1884.
Elysium Terrace, Kingsthorpe Road circa
1855 - 90.
3-11 constructed many years before nos.
1 & 2. Seven houses appear in the
Improvement Commissioners Ratebook
for August 1858 and nine in the Ratebook
for May 1860.
The terrace appears
without nos. 1 & 2 on the O.S. map
surveyed in 1884. In Kelly’s Directory for
1890 it is shown with eleven houses
running nos. 1-11.

2-3 and 17-22 circa 1855-62 – taken from
the
Improvement
Commissioners
Ratebooks
15 circa 1901 (dated)
23-24
circa 1884 – similar in design
to 1-8 St Paul’s Terrace and therefore,
presumably, of the same date.
Langham Place, Barrack Road circa
1864 - 69.
1&2 Langham Place are listed in the
Taylor’s General Directory of Northampton
that was published in 1864.
The
Improvement Commissioners Ratebook
for July 1865 carries entries for 25
properties (nos. 1-9 & 13-28). All 28
properties are listed in 1869 Ratebook.
The Poplars, Barrack Road circa 1865.
The building stands on the site of Belle
Alliance Cottage, which was named after a
prominent feature at the battle of Waterloo
and constructed circa 1820 (i.e. soon after
the battle). The 1864 Kelly’s Directory
records Henry Marshall as living at Belle
Alliance Cottage. The poll sheet issued
after the 1865 election, however, records
Marshall as living at The Poplars.
It
therefore seems likely that the house was
rebuilt in the mid 1860s, unless Marshall
decided to change the name before
rebuilding the structure.
Marriott Street circa 1869 - 90.
Building plots were originally laid out on
both the north and south side of Marriott
Street; nos. 1-13 on the north side and
nos. 14-25 on the south side.
The
Improvement Commissioners Ratebook
for January 1869 lists nos. 4, 5 and 15; two
further properties (nos. 22 and 23) are
listed in the Ratebook for January 1875.
The O.S. map surveyed in 1883 shows the
terrace on the south side complete except
for no. 14, and nos. 4-5 and Bishops
House (built 1883) on the north side.
However, nos. 4-5 Marriott Street are not
shown on the O.S. map surveyed in 1884

and must therefore have been demolished
between the two survey dates.

White Lodge: First appears in Kelly’s
Directory of 1903.

14 Marriott Street appears in Stevens’
Directory for 1893.

Primrose Hill Congregation Church,
Kingsthorpe Road circa 1903.

2 Marriott Street forms part of a terrace
fronting Semilong Road between Marriott
Street and Hester Street. The property
first appears on the O.S. plan surveyed in
1900.

Pevsner (Buildings of England)

St George’s Terrace, St George’s Avenue
circa 1869 - 90.
The
Improvement
Commissioners
Ratebook for January 1869 lists nos. 1317, 21 and 23-25; no. 22 is listed in
Ratebook for January 1875. The O.S. plan
surveyed in 1884 shows nos. 9-17 and 2125 complete.
8 St George’s Terrace (South View)
appears in Stevens’ Directory for 1893.
Bosworth College, Barrack Road circa
1876.
Pevsner (Buildings of England). Formerly
Nazareth House.
St Paul’s Terrace, Kingsthorpe Road
circa 1884.
The 1884 Ordnance Survey plan shows
only nos. 4-6; nos. 1 and 3 were
presumably under construction at the time
the survey was undertaken.
Leicester Parade, Barrack Road circa
1884 - 1903.
1-4 Leicester Parade: nos. 2 & 3 only are
shown on the 1884 Ordnance Survey map;
nos. 1 and 4 were presumably in the
process of being erected. They appear in
the Kelly’s Directory of 1890.
5 Leicester Parade: First appears in Kelly’s
Directory of 1877. Formerly known as
Langham House.
Former Leicester University Centre: Dated
1900 on the façade. Formerly the Town
and County Nursing Association.
12-13 Leicester Parade: Listed in
Whellan’s Directory of 1874 as Baden &
Westalls School.

The Barratt Shoe Factory, Kingsthorpe
Road circa 1913.
Pevsner (Buildings of England)

Listed Buildings in the Barrack Road
Conservation Area

with glazing bars. Ground floor of no. 5
altered. Included for group value. (Nos. 1
to 8 (consec.) Leicester Terrace forms a
group.)

The Poplars, Barrack Road - Listed
Grade II

8 Leicester Terrace, Barrack Road Listed Grade II (Group Value)

Mid C19 in classical style. Yellow brick,
stone dressings, hipped Welsh slated roof
with 2 box dormers. 2 storeys and attics,
first floor sill band, cornice with console
brackets. 3 sash windows with marginal
glazing bars in architrave surrounds.
Central glazed porch flanked by pair of
single storey canted bay windows.
Included mainly for elaborate cast iron
veranda to ground floor of south side
elevation in late Regency style.

Early C19. Stucco, pilasters to upper
floors. Tiled roof behind parapet. 3
storeys, bands at first floor and eaves
levels. 2 sash windows, first floor cast iron
balconettes, pair of canted bay windows to
ground floor.
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9-28 Langham Place, Barrack Road Listed Grade II (Group Value)
Mid C19 circa 1860-70. Red brick, stucco
dressings and rusticated stucco ground
floor. Tiled and Welsh slated roofs. 3
storeys, floor bands, cornice with console
brackets.
Each house has 2 sash
windows in eared architraves to second
floor; 3 joined, round headed windows to
first floor with ornate cast iron balcony
railings; ground floor 3 light sash window
and round arched doorway with pilasters,
archivolt and keyblock. Some houses now
cement rendered. Nos. 9 to 12, 16, 20, 24
and 28 project slightly with quoins. (Nos.
9 to 28 (consec.) form a group with nos. 1
to 8 (consec.) which are of local interest.)
1-3 Leicester Terrace, Barrack Road Listed Grade II (Group Value)
Early C19. Ashlar, Welsh slated roofs. 3
storeys, 3 sash windows with glazing bars,
2 ground floor canted bay windows. 4panelled doors, panelled reveals, fluted
Doric pilasters, entablatures. Wooden
trellis porch to no. 3. (Nos. 1 to 8 (consec.)
Leicester Terrace forms a group.)
4-7 Leicester Terrace, Barrack Road Listed Grade II (Group Value)
Early C19. Red brick, stucco flush quoins,
window surrounds and floor bands. Welsh
slated roof. 3 storeys, 8 sash windows

1-3 Adelaide Terrace, Barrack RoadListed Grade II (Group Value)
Earlier C19. Stucco, Welsh slated and
pantiled roofs. 3 storeys, parapet stepped
up in centre, channelled ground floor,
incised pilasters to each upper floor of nos.
1 & 3. No. 2 slightly recessed. Floor
bands, cornice. Box dormer to no. 3.
1:3:1 sash windows with glazing bars in
architrave surrounds, first floor cast iron
balcony railings and central arcade to
recessed balcony with French windows.
Ground floor has canted bays to centre
and left.
Nos. 1 to 3 (consec.) Adelaide Terrace
form a group with nos. 4 to 7 (consec.)
Adelaide Terrace, which are of local
interest.
5 Leicester Parade, Barrack Road Listed Grade II
Main front to Hester Street on south. Mid
C19, Italianate. Stone dressed yellow
brick front. Basement and 3 storeys,
hipped tiled roof with modillion cornice,
guilloche frieze. Quoins, floor and sill
bands. 5 casement windows in rusticated
architrave surrounds to first and second
floors, first floor cornices on consoles.
Round headed similar ground floor
windows and doorway.
East side
elevation has ground floor Venetian
window, first floor pseudo-Venetian with
arched panel over central light.

Bosworth College, Barrack Road - Listed
Grade II
Formerly known as Nazareth House.
1876-7 by E. W. Tasker in free late Gothic
style. Ashlar dressed square rubble, tiled
roof, 2 storeys and attics with 3 storey
gables. 4 basement windows with stone
mullions and transoms. Tall doorway arch
under canopied first floor niche. Chapel at
back on left has small spire astride roof
ridge.
Roman Catholic Cathedral of St Mary &
St Thomas, Barrack Road - Listed Grade
II
Nave and aisles mainly 1863 by E. Pugin,
enlarging on a much smaller church, 1844
by Augustus Welby Pugin.
Crossing
Tower, transepts and chancel 1948-55 by
Albert Herbert. C19 parts in Decorated
style, brick with stone dressings.
Barratt Shoe Factory, Kingsthorpe Road Listed Grade II
Shoe and boot factory. Front range facing
Kingsthorpe Road dated 1913. Macvicar
Anderson for Barratt's Shoes in an
exuberantly Neo-Baroque style. Stone,
brick, terracotta details; steel frame. 3
storeys. Symmetrical front of 9 bays
defined by full height pilaster buttresses.
Stone plinth. Central doorway framed by a
projecting porch with broken segmental
pediment supported on Roman Ionic
columns and deep entablatures with
carved frieze blocks. Large arched
openings in stone to either side with metal
framed 3-light mullion and transom
windows except for end bay to left which
has cart entry under similar arch with
fanlight grille of radiating metal bars. Stone
spandrels above arches divided by raised
key blocks. First and second floor bays are
each subdivided by and intermediate pier.
Pilaster buttresses and piers have
alternating bands of brick and stone. Metal
frame casement windows with transoms
on first floor and stone spandrels above,
with carved aprons. Lower windows on
second floor except for the bay to either
side of central bay. These have tall
windows crowned by stone segmental

pedimented features with boldly moulded
wreathes enclosing inscriptions:
Estd
1903, on left, Built 1913, on right. A similar
pedimented feature over each end bay
enclosing a circular window in wreathed
frame with side drops.
Between
pedimented features to left and right, a
dentil eaves cornice crowned by
balustrades of open stone letters:
FOOTSHAPE to left and BOOT WORKS
to right. A circular clock set in a segmental
headed frame over the central bay. Stone
and brick gate piers, brick stone capped
plinth for former boundary railing. The
large factory extension to the rear of the
front block is not of special interest.

Appendix 4:
Locally Important Buildings in the
Barrack Road Conservation Area
1-8 Langham Place, Barrack Road
Mid C19. Red brick with stucco dressing,
Welsh slate roofs. 3 storeys, stucco
cornice. Each house has 3 first floor sash
windows in architrave surrounds, 3 second
floor sashes in reveals. Ground floor to
each house has 2 triple light sash
windows, central porch with arch, impost
bands, archivolt, keyblock, eaves cornice
and blocking course. Nos. 1, 4 and 7
project slightly and have quoins. Some
houses now cement rendered.
1-4 Leicester Parade, Barrack Road
Symmetrical design, dated 1882 on a
slightly projecting Dutch gable in the
centre. Squared rubble, ashlar dressed.
Welsh slate roof. Basement, 3 storeys and
attics. Gabled wings, 1:3:1 casement
windows with stone mullions and
transoms. Ground floor bay windows
canted either side of double central
doorway. Jacobean style.
The Leicester University Centre, Barrack
Road
Late C19 / 1900 in Renaissance style.
Ashlar, steep tiled roof. 3 storeys, 5 sash
windows with glazing bars. Floor bands,
first floor sill bands. Chamfered quoins.
Pedimented doorway under segmentally
pedimented first floor window.
Cathedral House, Kingsthorpe Road
Early C19. Ashlar, Welsh slate roof. 3
storeys. 3 sash windows with glazing
bars. Central doorway with pilasters and
entablature.
Primrose Hill Congregational Church,
Kingsthorpe Road
1901 by Alexander Anderson. Red brick,
ashlar dressings, Welsh slate roof. Single
storey.
Semi-circular peristyle with
Tuscan columns. 5 high level arched sash
windows flanked by pilasters.
Large
decorative pediment. Central doorway

with keyblocks. Octagonal hall behind
façade. Doomed roof with cupola.
1-8 St Paul's Terrace, Kingsthorpe Road
Late C19.
Squared rubble, ashlar
dressings, tiled roofs.
Basement, 2
storeys and attics. Slightly projecting
gabled wings with 2 half-gabled dormer
windows also slightly projecting flanked by
dormer windows. Projecting decorative
bargeboards to gables / dormer windows.
Canted bay windows to basement and first
floor, extending to second floor on wings.
1:2:1 sash windows above bay windows.
Single sash above doors. Floor and sill
bands to second floor. Decorative frieze at
eaves level. Flush quoins. Tall chimneystacks, rectangular in plan with cap
mouldings.
Bishop’s House, Marriott Street
1883 S. J. Nicholls in a Neo Gothic style.
Squared rubble with ashlar dressing, tiled
roof. 2 storeys plus basement. Gabled
wings with sash windows. Recessed
central doorway with a nodding arch
surround.
Half gabled gothic dormer
window with tracery above the entrance.

Appendix 5:
Useful Contacts
Conservation Officers
Northampton Borough Council
The Guildhall,
St Giles Square
NORTHAMPTON
NN1 1DE
Tel: (01604) 837634 and 837637
conservation@northampton.gov.uk
www.northampton.gov.uk

The Twentieth Century Society
70 Cowcross Street
LONDON
EC1M 6EJ
Tel: 020 7250 3857
coordinator@c20society.org.uk
www.c20society.org.uk

English Heritage
(East Midlands Region)
Windsor House,
Cliftonville,
NORTHAMPTON
NN1 5BE
Tel: (01604) 735460
www.english-heritage.org.uk
Ancient Monuments Society
St Ann’s Vestry Hall
2 Church Entry
LONDON
EC4V 5HB
Tel: 020 7236 3934
office@ancientmonumentssociety.org.uk
www.ancientmonumentssociety.org.uk
Society for Protection
Buildings
37 Spital Square
LONDON
E1 6DY
Tel: 020 7377 1644
info@spab.org.uk
www.spab.org.uk
Georgian Group
6 Fitzroy Square
LONDON
W1T 5DX
Tel: 020 7529 8920
info@georgiangroup.org.uk
www.georgiangroup.org.uk

The Victorian Society
1 Priory Gardens
Bedford Park
LONDON
W4 1TT
Tel: 020 8994 1019
admin@victorian-society.org.uk
www.victorian-society.org.uk
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